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ARROW EXPANDS

SERVICES TO

STRENGTHEN MORE

AUSTRALIAN LEADERS

Despite the challenges of 2021, we give thanks to

God who has sustained the community of Arrow

and expanded our offerings to now include Arrow

Coaching. We pray God continues to be honoured

through the life and witness of the Arrow

community – who are led more by Jesus, lead

more like Jesus and lead more to Jesus. 

PARTICIPANT GROWTH OVER 25 YEARS
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What an incredible couple of years we’ve experienced.

Despite the neck snapping changes connected to lock downs,

2021 proved to be a significant year for leaders across

Australia, as they chose to actively manage the tension

between the changing Covid compliance requirements, the

need to be pastorally sensitive in seasons of loss and

disappointment, and the priority to be technological savant

to facilitate connections virtually.

This tension management resulted in exceptional demand on

the physical, emotional, social and spiritual resources of

leaders, leaving many under resourced at best or

experiencing fatigue or burnout at worst. 

Recognising this for our team and leaders across Australia,

we embarked on an “Organisational Selah.” You can read the

detail in our Leadership Blogs, but essentially we realised that

leaders needed to find time and space to renew their

wellness, to equip them to manage the well-being of those

they lead. The 6-week mid-year buffer enabled the Arrow

team to recalibrate, allowing us to continue the Jesus inspired

work of engaging, stretching and releasing leaders. Through

our experience, we were asked by other organisations how

they might engage in a selah in their context as well.

2021 for Arrow saw us welcome to the staff team Kylie Butler

(Executive Leaders Program Director, Melbourne) and

Rachael Buttigieg (Finance Manager, Sydney). They are

amazing leaders and their unique contribution enhances the

eternity changing work of investing in leaders. 

Excitingly, throughout most of 2021, we worked with the

board and team of Christian Coaching Institute to agree to

merge, such that from 1 January 2022, Arrow Coaching +

became an integral part of our commitment to develop

leaders to be led more by Jesus, to lead more like Jesus, to

lead more to Jesus.

Throughout 2021, it has been an incredible blessing for Arrow

to walk alongside well over 100 program participants,

connect with 100s of Arrow Leaders, partner with scores of

state leaders, presenters, leadership partners and supporters.

Thanks for being part of the Arrow world, continuing the

Jesus centred mission inspired by Leighton Ford over three

decades ago.

I hope you enjoy reading of the impact Arrow has had

throughout 2021 on many leaders, churches, schools and

organisations around Australia and beyond. 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR REPORT 

Liam Glover 

Executive Director

https://www.arrowleadership.org.au/content/leadership-blog/gjlf7c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTZtiI3g-7Q


As Chair I’m proud that as an organisation focused on

developing Christian leaders, Arrow itself, our staff team and

volunteers who invest in this important work, never stop

growing. Words that have become part of the leadership

landscape in the last 2 years like pivot, flex, crafting multiple

futures, talk more about what has happened to us.

2021 brought to Arrow a fresh look, a vivid realisation, that

the discipline of pause brings - new insights and discoveries.

As a musician and singer, I know all too well the shift in how

myself and my audience is experiencing music or a song

when it is heightened by a composer or conductor through

the enhancement of a rest in the music.

Arrow’s selah enabled us to discover the blessing found in

pausing and reflecting which draws us into a deeper wisdom

seeking level, to understand and discover something in the

silence, and from this depth to lift up and exalt.

In a music score rests are intervals of silence placed so the

listener hears something more than the notes being played.

There is discovery in the absence of sound. Even more

powerful in a musical score is caesura; a note, chord or rest

which is sustained longer than its written value, during which

time is not counted, and is held as long as necessary for a

new sensing of something to emerge.

Selah, a Hebrew word of unknown meaning at the end of

verses, is repeated throughout the book of Psalms. Arrow

made a conscious choice to step back from the noise, the

busyness, the ‘needs doing’, to be refreshed again from the

inside out and to discover anew who God is creating us, as

individuals and a team, and Arrow as an organisation, to

be.To focus on being over doing, to choose consciously to

be drawn in by God and in a quiet place, a silence, a

serenity, to hear and discover what could never be possible

amidst the noise.Taking measure of what is said and not

said, what is seen and not seen, move beyond what is

known to the unknown, and be filled again holistically

sensing God in all things.

We challenge you all as leaders to discover the multiplying

effect of selah and to see your leadership change at deeper

levels, and as you look up and forward see the influence

and impact this has on you and your relationships, your

team, your organisation and all who you serve.

BOARD CHAIR REPORT 
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Diann Feldman 

Board Chair 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ad6beYbknqQ


ARROW’S RESILIENT LEADERS, 

REMAINING STEADY IN TROUBLED TIMES

Leading through Covid has been challenging. 

In 2021, global research group Barna conducted a series of surveys among Christian leaders

around leading through the pandemic and revealed a staggering 38% have considered quitting

ministry (up from 29% 9 months earlier). Not-for-Profits and the Education sector are

experiencing similar, with Our Community reporting 40% of not-for-profit leaders looking at

quitting (Pulse Poll, Nov 2021) and the Australian College of Educators found a staggering 84%

of teachers have considered quitting in the past 12 months (NEiTA-ACE Teacher Report Card

2021).

Imagine if 2 in 5 Australian Christian leaders resigned this year and where it might leave us if 4

in 5 teachers left their schools. To use a Biblical phrase, one Jesus used on occasion, there’d

be a noticeable number of 'sheep without a shepherd'.

The perpetuating pressure to adapt and change Sunday gatherings was a reality for many

church leaders, including Josh Duncan (Arrow 24) who is the Senior Pastor at Blacktown Baptist

Church in Sydney. Losing key staff and volunteers to poor health and lifestyle changes, meant

reducing some services and trimming back on what was achievable, but more and more

responsibilities fell on Josh. As a recent participant of Arrow, he challenged himself to respond

to the pressures in a healthy way (spiritually, emotionally and mentally). Josh said, "Arrow

helped me to sit with mess and be a non-anxious presence, helping people to pursue God

while also being a good father and husband".

"Arrow helped me to 

sit with mess and be 

a non-anxious 

presence, helping 

people to pursue 

God while also being 

a good father and 

husband".

Church Consultant and Professional Supervisor, Ed Vaughan

(Arrow 2) who completed Arrow in its early years shared

similarly, that his wife Jane credits Arrow for why they are still

married today! Ed is grateful that Arrow provided the

opportunity to network widely and explore core topics such as

mission, evangelism and leadership, alongside other leaders who

would become lifelong friendships, nationally and cross-

denominationally. These relationships along with the sustainable

patterns he developed through Arrow have supported him

through decades of ministry.

Josh also reflected on how he'd developed healthy patterns,

but that his prayer rhythms were particularly undone by the

impacts of Covid. He credits Arrow with fostering in him

adaptive leadership traits which helped him navigate this

season better.

Vicky Jones (Head of Junior School at King’s Baptist Grammar,

SA) recently shared how Arrow has had a long-lasting impact

by providing practical tools for the day-to-day task of

leading people. As a result of completing Arrow Vicky says

she is now “confident to lead her team into the future”.

Leading through the uncertainty of Covid has been

challenging, but Arrow leaders are remaining straight and

steady in troubled times. 

"Investing in your 

leadership in the first 

half of your ministry, 

means the second half 

of your ministry won't 

be so difficult, what 

investment looks like is

doing Arrow".

Ed Vaughan

https://www.barna.com/research/pastors-well-being/
https://communitydirectors.com.au/articles/the-great-resignation-tempted-to-quit-your-nfp-job
https://www.austcolled.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/NEiTA-ACE-Teachers-Report-Card-2021.pdf


EMERGING LEADERS

2021 wasn’t the year we expected. After the tumultuous ride that was 2020, we settled

into 2021 with optimism and ‘back to normal’ on the agenda. However, the Pandemic had

other ideas. 

Arrow 25 was able to begin their Arrow program without hindrance. As leaders from 4

states, 6 denominations and a range of backgrounds and experiences they are an

incredible blessing to the Arrow community. 

Like a lot of organisations Arrow has learnt a great deal about the power of technology

and the possibilities of engagement across a screen and yet we have also been reminded

of why we value in person gatherings and the relational toll that the inauthentic nature of

the virtual world can bring. As we move forward, we continue to embrace the two.

Holding in one hand the great connectivity of technology and the power of in person

experience in the other.

Looking ahead, 2022 brings three very different programs under the Arrow Emerging

Leaders Program banner. Alongside our familiar Emerging Leaders program, we have

Arrow Rise beginning. A program designed to see young Christian leaders aged 18-25

leading in local churches and organisations. There is so much to be excited about with

this group and I’m very much looking forward to partnering with heaven to mould and

lead a new generation of Arrow leaders.  As well, Arrow 27 will be a specific emerging

group for leaders in senior roles, overseeing churches, plants, and campuses. Tim Hanna is

bringing his expertise and passion to this group and I feel extremely blessed to have his

experience, ideas and capacity leading the Arrow 27 team. 

Personally, I have found myself bible teaching in Arrow spaces

more than ever in the past year and I’ve been encouraged to

lead leaders who are hungry for the Word of God and leaning

into Scripture for encouragement, guidance and leadership as

they walk in the unique call from God on their lives and

leadership. It makes me feel that confidence all over again that

the church in Australia (and beyond) is in great hands now and

into the future and the privilege of my role is to have a view of

that through walking with the leaders that hold the responsibility

and calling in their hands, hearts, and minds. 

Cath Tallack

Emerging Leaders Program Director

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=duCO_MvcPK4&t=13s


Under Graduate pathway options:

Diploma in Christian Studies, Bachelor 

of Ministry, Bachelor of Theology or 

Bachelor of Business.

Post Graduate pathway options:

Graduate Certificate of Leadership, 

Graduate Diploma of Arts (Christian 

Leadership), Masters of Arts (Christian 

Leadership) or Master of Leadership.

WHAT ARE OUR 

EMERGING LEADERS 

SAYING? 

“I feel equipped to go back into my

context with new tools and better

language to tackle the challenges that I'm

facing. You simply don't learn things

about how to lead people in conflict,

change, hiring and firing in Bible College!”

 

Sheron Wong (Arrow 24)

Global Ministry Director

Clayton Church of Christ VIC

“Arrow was just the thing I needed to organise

myself, and our church, to maximise our ministry

in the place God has called us to be.”

Nicholas Lockwood (Arrow 24)

Lead Minister

Christ the King Anglican WA

ACCREDITATION PARTNERS

 

We wish to express our sincerest gratitude to both Australian College of Ministries (ACOM) and 

Alphacrucis College (AC) in providing pathways for Arrow Leaders to achieve formal qualifications 

while undertaking Arrow’s Leadership Programs.

 



In May 2021, 22 tremendous Exec 13 leaders began their Arrow Leadership journey and I

saw each leader engage, lean-in, build friendships, wrestle, challenge, love and grow. 

I remember one participant sharing with me at the end of the first Residential about

Liesel Houghton’s session on Personal Management, “if I left Arrow now, that session was

worth every dollar!” And true to his word, he had a clear inbox within the week!

Another participant shared after his second Residential “I was passionate about my role

as a leader again and felt equipped for a season moving back into the office. I have

been avoiding some portions of my role - including feedback and performance

management - so it was good to feel like I had to tools to take my team forward.”

We recognised that the Zoomidential as we fondly referred to it (Residential on Zoom)

was not ideal but required. It was really encouraging to receive feedback afterwards like

this: “Coming away from this residential it felt like I had some really helpful, practical

things to work on. Deb Adams and Tim Dyer's presentations have given me a lot to focus

on. The connection with the group was encouraging and their words of affirmation were

just so appreciated and helpful. Even though we were on zoom you still managed to

create an atmosphere of connectedness.”

What I appreciate about all our Residentials is the opportunity to be honest and

vulnerable – with ourselves, with God and where appropriate with others. One participant

shared this level of honesty in their feedback post residential. The most impactful part of

Residential was the “reflection on our journey with Ed Vaughan, [it] was confronting and

an eye opener. His talk was terrific but the walk in silence was probably the hardest thing

to come away from. It was a revelation in self-reflection (I did not like what I saw!)” I am

so encouraged and inspired when leaders share that level of honesty, and willingly

embrace the change that is required to correct and align themselves to the person and

leader that they want to be, ‘to lead like Jesus’.

I am especially grateful to the Executive Leaders Program Team, an incredible, faithful,

dedicated team of volunteers who build the culture and community of the Executive

Leaders Program, and who serve wholeheartedly throughout this year. Thank you, Marg

Tognolini, Martin Conway, Des Ong and Debbie Uy! 

EXECUTIVE LEADERS

Kylie Butler

Executive Leaders Program Director

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hINBu7YzK4w


NET PROMOTER SCORES

WHAT ARE OUR 

EXECUTIVE LEADERS 

SAYING? 

“Christian leadership programs

are a dime a dozen, but the

Arrow Leadership program is

set apart in its ability to

challenge your character as

well as the other technical

attributes of leadership. The

Arrow Leadership program is

humbling in making you

recognise that leadership is not

about you, but the greater

calling of Christian mission to

which we have been called to

serve.”

 

Chris Dickons (Arrow Exec. 12)

Director of Revitalisation

City to City Australia

“My Arrow year and experience

has taken me to another level!

It has been a compass in my

leadership journey, redirecting

my purpose and helping me

lead from the inside out.”

Beena Saju (Arrow Exec. 12)

Team Leader

Salvation Army QLD

“We are not designed to do

leadership alone, we need

others to learn, challenge and

encourage us. In order to fulfil

God's purposes and to enjoy

the journey as a leader,  Arrow

provides all of these and more.”

Brett Ryan (Arrow Exec. 13)

CEO

Focus on the Family

Emerging Program 

NFP Executive Program 

EDU Executive Program 

90

80

90 
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THANK YOU

ARROW 

COMMUNITY

Arrow Leadership thanks our entire community of 

gifted leaders who faithfully serve and volunteer 

their expertise, time and affirmation among 

Arrow’s cohorts.  

STATE LEADERS – EMERGING LEADERS PROGRAM

STATE LEADERS – EXECUTIVE LEADERS PROGRAM

Leanne Hill (VIC)

Phil Messenger (VIC)

Anthony Palmieri (WA)

Roxane Lawler (NSW)

Brad Case (QLD)

Eliot Keane (SA)

Peter Carolane (VIC & NSW)

Nathan McElveney (NSW)

Mark Dean (QLD)

Julie-Anne Laird (VIC)

Kimberly Smith (VIC)

Andrew Foster (SA & WA)

Ed & Jane Vaughan (NSW)

Emily Seinemeier (WA)

Grant Heslop (NSW)

Marg Tognolini (QLD)

Des Ong (NSW)

Kylie Clark (SA & WA)

Martin Conway (NSW)

Debbie Uy (VIC)

LEADERSHIP PARTNERS

Deb Adams

Keith Baker

Sue Bazzana

Andrew Beitsch

Andrew Brown

Rachel Carter

Niro Chang

Graham Clarke

Craig Corkhill

Kat Deith

Kath Driver

Emily Drough

Rowena Dudgeon

Julian Dunham

 

Scott Ellery

Glen Fairweather

Steven Gardner

Liam Glover

Becky Gott

Lisa Groetzinger

Kate Haggar

Timothy Hawkes

Andrew Hill

Susan Hindle

Liesel Houghton

Marcus Hutchins

Katie Iles

Rebecca Jardine

 

Leah Kearney

Rosie Kendall

Emily Lancaster

Roxane Lawler

Meredith Lockery

Tim Lucas

Nigel McDonald

Paul Mergard

Mike Mills

Ryan Naoum

Kate Petersen

Phil Pickering

Digger Randle

Pablo Rengifo

 

Pete Roberts

George Savvides

Julia Scrimshaw

Michelle Stevens

Jordan Stoyanoff

Ash Sutale

Rod Thom

Kate Venables

Nicole Viles

Sandy Wheeler

Damien Whitington

 



sales increase for the 
first quarter of 2020

FINANCIALS + 

IMPORTANT 

FIGURES

107 leaders were engaged, stretched and 

released by Arrow in 2021. 

Income $747k Expenses $683k

Do you want to see more leaders stretched, engaged and released? 

Become a monthly supporter of Arrow today: 

arrowleadership.org.au/donate

Registrations                      

Donations                           

Grants                                 

Staffing                              

Program Delivery        

Administration    

Emerging Leaders             

NFP Exec. Leaders.    

EDU Exec. Leaders. 

PROGRAMS

DENOMINATIONS

ACC                        

Anglican                  

Baptist                     

Catholic                   

Churches of Christ    

CRC                           

Salvos                       

Uniting                      

Presbyterian            

Pentecostal              

Other                         

GENDER

Female                

Male                 

$429,988                      

$328,912                       

$34,950

$432,553                      

$201,188                       

$50,052
51           

56           

48

37

22           

9%

17%

35%

2%

14%

1%

8%

4%

1%

5%

3%          

NSW (36)

QLD (15)

SA (10)

WA (14)

NT (0)

VIC (29)

TAS (1)

ACT (1)

42%

4%

54%

29%

7%

63%

48% 52%

35%

21%

45%



Diann Feldman (Chair)

Leadership Consultant, Feldman and Associates

Keith Hanslow

Director, Millens

Dr Timothy Hawkes

Educator, Social Commentator and Author

Dr Liam Glover

Executive Director, Arrow Leadership

Anna Burke

Director or Community Engagement, SHORE School

Rev Mike Stevens 

Lead Pastor, Clovercrest Baptist SA 

Des Ong 

Director/Partner, The Future Leaders Group 

John Beckett

CEO & Founder, SEED initiatives 

*Concluded May 2021

BOARD

STAFF TEAM

Liesel Houghton – Program & Events 

Rachael Buttigieg – Finance 

Kylie Butler – Executive Leaders Program 

Cath Tallack – Emerging Leaders Program 

Rachel Glover – Assistant to Executive Director 

Liam Glover – Executive Director

In 2021, we farewelled Peter Stone and

welcomed Kylie Butler as our Executive

Leaders Program Director. In addition, 

 Rachael Buttigieg joined Arrow as Finance

Manager. We are grateful that God has

drawn to us such talented leaders to serve

the mission of Arrow into the future.

engage > stretch > release

Arrow Leadership Australia Ltd

ABN: 39 003 199 488

E: info@arrowleadership.org.au

W: www.arrowleadership.org.au

Give to the work of Arrow here

https://www.arrowleadership.org.au/donate.php?linkid=39

